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1. FeS2 (fool’s gold) has the pyrite structure (octahedral Fe) and because of a bond between the two S atoms (charac-
terized by a short S-S distance), can be formulated Fe2+[S2]2−. Magnetic measurements suggest that the compound
is non-magnetic.

(a) Sketch out the crystal field (showing t2g and eg levels) and fill them with the correct number of electrons.

(b) Sketch out schematic densities of states showing Fe d states and S p states. Do you expect a metal or an
insulator ?

(c) What do you expect the situation in CoS2 to be ? It has the same crystal structure.

2. TiS2 has the layered CdI2 structure, and there are no short S-S distances.

(a) What is the oxidation state of Ti ?

(b) Sketch out schematic DOS showing Ti d states and S p states. Do you expect an metal or an insulator ?

(c) TiS2 shows metallic conductivity. Suggest a possible origin ?

3. The compound K2Pt(Br)4 forms chains comprising [Pt(Br)4]2− square planes stacked side-by-side as shown in the
figure. [The Br have a charge of -1].

(a) What is the oxidation state of Pt ? How many d electrons does it have ?

(b) Describe the crystal field splitting for Pt in this compound, and fill it with the requisite number of electrons.

(c) Sketch the dispersion along the chain (dotted line) for the Pt dz2 orbitals, assuming the chain direction is z.
Will this dispersion give rise to metallic behavior ?

(d) Experimentally, it is found that introducing 0.3 equivalents of Br per Pt (each Br removes one electron from
Pt) makes the compound a 1-dimensional metal. Explain.

(e) Suggest what might happen if we introduce 1 Br per Pt in the structure ? Will the system remain metallic, or
can you think of distortions that will result in it being insulating ?


